IASL Conference Program

Friday, July 8

Pre-conference workshops (fees extra to conference registration)

9:00-12:30
Beyond Counting Books: Advanced Techniques for Collection Evaluation
Peter Waring and Sandra Lee

1:30-5:00
Assessing Information Literacy: Cycles of Inquiry
Lesley Farmer and Carol Collier Khulthai

5:00 Conference Registration opens
(Registration desk is open every day)

6:30 Opening Ceremony and Cocktails

Saturday, July 9

9:30
Rayson Huang Theatre (RHT)
(extra seating in HOC LG06 & RMS101 & 104)

Keynote Address Prof. Stephen Heppell

10:30-11:00 TEA (Sponsored by Hewlett-Packard)
Hai Oi Chow Building Lower Ground & RHT foyer

11:00-11:50
RHT
Convenor: Angel Leung
* Mandarin presentation
Panel: Zheng Zhenge (China) The Three Modes of Library Informatics Class in Middle Schools and Elementary Schools of Jangwu Province
Wang Xuechen (China) Two Five-year Plans for Cultivating Students’ Consulting Ability

12:00-1:00
RHT
Convenor: Peter Waring
Daniel Churchill (Hong Kong) Pedagogically Sound Learning Objectives

1:00-3:00 Lunch

1:00-2:30 RHT
Convenor: Amy Chan
* Cantonese presentation
Mr. Yip Cheuk-man, Principal, Pui Ching Middle School (Hong Kong) From School Librarian to Information Manager: the New Role of School Librarian in a New Era
Prof. P.C. Wong (Hong Kong) The Chinese University of Hong Kong; the New Role of the Librarian in the Information Age

3:00-5:00 "Curriculum presentation"

HOC LG06
Convenor: Peter Waring
Siu Cheung Kong, Fong Lok Lee, Siu Cheung Li, and Sandra Lee (Hong Kong) Research Forum Paper the Core Values of Information Literacy in the Ubiquitous Information Society

RMS 203
Convenor: Gerald Brown
Panel: Pradeepa Wijetunge (Sri Lanka) Jagtar Singh (India) Introducing the Information Literacy Model "Empowering Eight" in South Asia with Special Reference to India and Sri Lanka
Katharin B.L. Berg (Brazil) Tools for Integrating Information Skills

RMS 204
Convenor: Johnny Hsu
Carol Huang, W. D. (Taiwan) To Devise an Exchange Platform of Mandarin: The Marketing Strategies of E-papers at the Level of High School Libraries

RMS 205
Convenor: Judy O’Connell
Panel: Robyn K. Fine (New Zealand) Scaffolding Student Learning Using Information Literacy Frameworks
Barbara Combes (Australia) Computers, ICTs and Online Curriculum

RMS 206
Convenor: Andrea Walker
Panel: Deborah Turnbull, Liz Blamson, Noeleen Fleming (Australia) Info Seek; Info Find; Cyberbay Support for Schools
Stacey Taylor (Australia) Knowledge Audit with a Focus on Teaching and Learning

1:00-2:30 Lunch

2:30-3:20
RHT
Convenor: Annie Ng

HOC LG06
Convenor: Craig Hollingworth
Mark Meng (USA) Learning Object Approach for Designing Information Literacy Instruction System

HOC 102
Convenor: Diinne McKenzie
Tom March (Australia) The Drive for 2005: How Do We Get All Teachers Helping Students With Read, Rich and Relevant Learning - THIS YEAR?
1.5 HOUR VIRTUAL SESSION
Virtual Session Using Tapped-in

HOC 103
Convenor: Daniel Churchell
Johnny Yuen and W.K. Yuen (Hong Kong) Asynchronous Communication Technology and Learning

RMS 203
Convenor: Carol Huang, W. D.
Panel: Ma Tsz-hoi, Liu Meng-lung and Ma Tsz-chun (Taiwan) A School Library Program Based on Information Literacy: A Case Study of National Experimental High School at Hongsu Science Park
Nobert C. Tan (Hong Kong) The Principles for Information Literacy in the Political Cultural Change of Hong Kong

RMS 204
Convenor: Gerald Brown
Lynn L. Jieill (Botswana) Research Forum Paper Use of ICT in Education in Botswana

RMS 205
Convenor: Peter Gendo
Jennifer Robbins and June Snow (USA) Research Forum Paper Using Portfolios Items to Assess Information Literacy

RMS 206
Convenor: Lynn Hay
Dianne Oberg and Jennifer Branch (Canada) Promoting Information Literacy: A Focus on Inquiry
1.5 HOUR WORKSHOP
3:35-4:05
RHT
Convenor: Anne Clyde
Rutledge Ellis-Behnke (USA) Paperless Classroom Using Tablet PCs (Sponsored by Hewlett-Packard)

HOC LG06
Convenor: Craig Hollingworth
Mark Meng (USA) Learning Object Approach for Designing Information Literacy Instruction System

HOC 102
March cont.